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M O V I N G T O S PA I N

Climb
every
mountain
From legal life in Bristol to rustic living in a tiny
Andalucían village, moving to the Sierra Nevada
threw up many challenges for Jenny Mayhew
but she still wouldn’t change a thing
NTIL September 2003, I was settled with
my partner, Tim, and three cats in a
grown-up house in a village on the edge
of Bristol. So how did I end up in a tiny
village in the mountains of the Sierra Nevada, crying
over a mobile phone contract?
I had worked as a solicitor and earned a substantial
amount in salary, bonuses and benefits. However,
I was reaching my mid thirties and wanted to try
something different.
Tim and I were both keen mountain bikers so
we headed for the hills - to the Sierra Nevada
of Andalucía.
We bought a 30-acre finca (plot of land) with several
ruined cortijos (farm buildings) in need of rebuilding.
A few months later, we had sold our house in Bristol at
a massive profit, resigned, arranged international feline
removals and set off for our new life.
Andalucía seemed to have the combination of
mountains, wilderness and climate we were looking
for. It is larger than Ireland yet has fewer inhabitants
than London. It is the biggest and the poorest of the
autonomous communities of Spain.
La Alpujarra, a flank of land that stretches from the
watershed of the Sierra Nevada range to the
Mediterranean, is a microcosm of these
contradictions. But in the middle of these extremes
lies a bucolic paradise of southern-facing meadows
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and terraces, irrigated by Moorish water channels
and dotted with white-washed villages. On a hillside
above one of these villages, Bérchules, on a spot
300m higher than the summit of Ben Nevis, was
our finca, waiting to be turned into a rustic but
welcoming retreat.
Friends and family divided into two camps:
supporters, full of vicarious enthusiasm; and naysayers, predicting insurmountable problems,
disappointment and failure. In the last few months
before we left England, my fluctuating mood dictated
which camp I believed. In his speech at my leaving
party, my ex-boss said: “Jenny has resorted to
emigrating to get away from us.” The word “emigrate”
seemed momentous. I thought I was just moving to
another part of Europe to try a new project for a few
years. Two years later, I think he did use the right
word; one that suggests the practical and emotional
upheaval of moving abroad.
There was no easing-in period. From the moment
we arrived, there was a list of things to be organised
urgently, including accommodation, residency, health,
car insurance and building permits. But this was when
we were least equipped to deal with any of it.
In England, I considered myself fairly robust but
moving here has made me feel more vulnerable. In my
first weeks in Spain, I drove for 90 sweltering minutes
to the nearest city, Motril, to sign up for a mobile
telephone contract. I found that five years of evening
class Spanish were not up to the job of understanding
the intricacies of the procedure or the increasingly
flustered woman behind the counter. I could not grasp
enough of what she was saying to resolve the situation
and I did not have the various papers she required.
After 20 fruitless minutes, I left the shop, stood
on the pavement and cried.
Rural Andalucía is a cash economy. I cannot

The white buildings
of Bérchules lie
beneath the spot
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imagine a £300 note but the €500 bill is useful when
it comes to withdrawing large amounts of cash from
the bank to pay builders. In such a small village, it felt
untrusting to re-count the money in front of the
cashier. One day, I came home from the bank,
counted the money and found I was €1,000 short.
In a horrified panic, I ran back to explain the
problem. The cashier was certain she had given me
the right amount. I haltingly asked if she could count
the money in the branch to make sure. Customers
crowded around and chipped in with comments.
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It has taken some
time but gradually
the couple are feeling
themselves merging
into the local
community and
its customs

I was driving
behind a lorry
stacked with
small cages.
I realised that the
lettering on the
lorry announced,
‘Garcia Brothers,
Rabbit Killers’

I felt foolish for not checking the cash and that the
incident somehow typified my inadequacy for life in a
strange country. I tried not to, but I found tears
running down my cheeks again.
Of course, it had been a mistake and the missing
cash was found with apologies all round.
The feeling of vulnerability, of being different, does
diminish but, for me, it has not disappeared, at least
not yet. Everyday things reiterate it. Andaluza women
shriek across the narrow village streets in a way that
makes me feel like a quiet little mouse scurrying along
with my paws over my ears. Their voices sound harsh
and aggressive. Yet, when I started to understand
a little more of the dialect, I realised these women
were lifelong friends discussing the weather, the bean
harvest or their families. As they got to know me,
they would shout out the inevitable village greeting:
“¿A dónde vas?” (“Where are you going?”)
If behaviour towards one’s fellow man can seem a
little rough, the routinely distressing treatment of
animals is even more disconcerting. But in a small
village community, it is a brave incomer who
questions the customs of generations. Shooting is
hugely popular. Even liberal Andaluces seem to have
a blind spot about bullfighting. On a blazing day,

I was driving behind an open-sided lorry stacked high
with small cages. I realised that in each cage was
a little white bunny. The lettering on the lorry
announced, “García Brothers, Rabbit Killers”.
The allure of La Alpujarra is its beauty and
wildness. We get proper, invigorating weather with
little of the tedious inbetweeness of the English
climate. When it rains, a cloud envelops the
mountainside, visibility drops to 5m, and it comes
down hammer and tongs. This spring, snow fell in
massive quantities, drifting to waist height. For three
days, the only way out of the village was on foot.
In village life, the ancient and modern rub along
side by side. On the hillsides, one farmer will be
ploughing by tractor while his neighbour is using a
pair of mules to thresh wheat on a stone-threshing
circle built by the Moors 500 years ago.
After two years living here, I find the cumulative
effect of the cultural and natural differences
stimulating or alienating, depending on my energy
levels and strength of purpose. If an insidious
nostalgia for a John Major-ish vision of England
sometimes creeps up on me, I dispel it with a bike ride
in these magnificent mountains. ■
www.puremountains.com
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